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THE LAST ENSIGN After rescuing the
Nu Citi colony, a surprise attack by ViCorp
has rendered the QRF Invictor damaged
beyond repair. The crippled quick rescue
frigates survivors, a ragtag lot ready to
make their escape in an Evacuation Shuttle,
push their new captain to the edge of her
sanity. But Void Command Ensign, Janz
Sweet had never envisioned taking
command of a quick rescue ship suffering
irreparable, structural damage. Nor was the
young V.C. Ensign prepared to tackle the
Vangk, a man-made species bent on
proving that human men are little more
than meat, and woman, wombs meant for
the procreation of the Vangk. Ensign Sweet
takes decisive actions to save the Invitors
remaining survivors, but everyone isnt
satisfied, and everyone doesnt want to be
rescued. Within the silent void called
space, a deadly game of cat and mouse
erupts. Ensign Sweet should watch her
back or risk becoming, The Last Ensign
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